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ReviewComputational Studies
of Membrane Channels

tion. Furthermore, the membrane is a disordered envi-
ronment (see Figure 1) with strong electrostatic interac-
tions and complex dynamical behavior that influences
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and Technology membrane environment, molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign ulations based on detailed atomic models (McCammon
405 North Mathews et al., 1977) are now playing an increasingly important
Urbana, Illinois 61801 role in shaping our view of how membrane channels

carry out their function. MD simulations, together with
a number of specific computational techniques (see
Methods, below), offer a unique route for interpretingThe determination of the structure of several members
and relating functional measurements to a protein struc-of the K� channel and aquaporin family represents a
ture. This review aims at highlighting the recent progressunique opportunity to explain the mechanism of these
in this rapidly developing area.biomolecular systems. With their ability to go beyond

static structures, molecular dynamics simulations of-
fer a unique route for relating functional properties to

Potassium Channelsmembrane channel structure. The recent progress in
More than fifty years ago, Hodgkin and Huxley demon-this area is reviewed.
strated that the action potential in the squid axon was
caused by voltage-dependent variations in Na� and K�

membrane conductances (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952).Introduction
The ionic conductances are associated with highly spe-One of the most basic attributes of living organisms is
cific membrane-spanning proteins, the Na� and K�

the cellular membrane, the envelope that helps preserve
channels. Without such channels, the lipid membranethe integrity of the cell. Sophisticated and complex mo-
would present a prohibitively large energy barrier to thelecular machineries are associated with the membrane
passage of charged ions. Ever since the seminal workto perform a wide range of physiological functions.
of Hodgkin and Keynes (1955), it had been known thatMembrane channels, in particular, are highly specific
K� channels were selective narrow pores able to simul-proteins that facilitate and regulate the permeation of
taneously contain two to three K� moving in single file.material in and out of the cell. For example, K� channels
The determination of the structure of the bacterial KcsA(see Figure 1A) allow the rapid passage of K� ions across
channel from Streptomyces lividans in 1998 by Rodthe lipid bilayer at a throughput rate near the diffusion
MacKinnon and coworkers offered a first view of thelimit while being able to discriminate against Na� by
general architecture of these proteins (see Figure 1A;more than a thousand-fold. Other membrane channels,
Doyle et al., 1998). Because of its structural similaritythe members of the aquaporin family (see Figure 1B),
with eukaryotic K� channels, investigations of KcsA arehave evolved to facilitate the rapid permeation of small
expected to help understand a large class of biologicallyneutral molecules, some as ubiquitous as water or glyc-
important channels.erol, but to exclude almost everything else including

One of the most important mechanistic questionsprotons.
about K� channels asks how they are able to achieveMembrane proteins are typically difficult to character-
a fast throughput rate and yet remain highly selectiveize structurally because the requirement for maintaining

a membrane environment hinders purification and crys- for K� over Na�. Traditionally, the ability of these chan-
tallization. The recent progress in the structural and nels to conduct K� at nearly the diffusion limit has been
functional characterization of several members of the described in terms of concerted multi-ion transitions,
K� channel (Doyle et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2001; Jiang the “knock-on” mechanism (Hodgkin and Keynes, 1955)
et al., 2002a, 2003; Kuo et al., 2003) and aquaporin (Pres- in which ion-channel attraction and ion-ion repulsion
ton et al., 1992; Murata et al., 2000; Sui et al., 2001; play compensating effects, as several ions move simul-
Savage et al., 2003; Fu et al., 2000) family provide us taneously in single file through the narrow pore. The
with a unique opportunity to explain the function of these X-ray structure of KcsA (Doyle et al., 1998; Zhou et al.,
biomolecular systems. Although the experimentally de- 2001), which revealed the presence of multiple dehy-
termined three-dimensional structure of membrane drated K� ions coordinated by main chain carbonyl
channels yields a wealth of information, membrane groups in a narrow “selectivity filter” formed by the resi-
transport processes are intrinsically dynamical and the- dues corresponding to the signature sequence TTVGYG
oretical considerations are necessary for understanding common to all K� channels, is completely consistent
the underlying mechanisms of selection and conduc- with these ideas (Figure 1A). The availability of atomic

resolution X-ray structures (Doyle et al., 1998; Zhou et
al., 2001), together with methodological advances in bio-*Correspondence: benoit.roux@med.cornell.edu
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the narrow selectivity filter (S1, S2, S3, and S4) was esti-
mated using free energy perturbation (FEP, see Meth-
ods) (Åqvist and Luzhkov, 2000). It was concluded that
only a small subset of occupancy states were energeti-
cally allowed with two K� separated by one water mole-
cule occupying the selectivity filter, the so-called S1-S3

and S2-S4 configurations (Åqvist and Luzhkov, 2000).
This important finding was later confirmed experimen-
tally by high-resolution diffraction data of a mutant chan-
nel (Zhou and MacKinnon, 2004). Umbrella sampling MD
simulations were used to compute the potential of mean
force (PMF, see Methods), i.e., the multi-ion free energy
landscape W (z1, z2, z3) governing the movements of the
K� ions along the pore axis (Bernèche and Roux, 2001).
The calculation accurately reproduced the four K� bind-
ing sites in the pore of the KcsA channel that were
already known (S1 to S4) and anticipated the existence
of two additional sites located on the extracellular side
of the channel (Sext and S0), which were revealed inde-
pendently in high-resolution diffraction data (Zhou et al.,
2001).

An extremely satisfying picture of the mechanism of
ion conduction through K� channels has now emerged
from the combined information of X-ray diffraction data
and computations based on atomic models. The most
fundamental mechanistic insight from MD simulations
of KcsA is the concept of a single file of K� separated
by water molecules dynamically moving through the nar-
rowest region of the pore in a highly correlated fashion
(Åqvist and Luzhkov, 2000; Guidoni et al., 1999; Ber-
nèche and Roux, 2000; Shrivastava and Sansom, 2000),
which is the rate-limiting step in the conduction mecha-
nism (see also additional references in Roux, 2002). This
is also the region where the driving force arising from theFigure 1. Atomic Models of Membrane Channels
transmembrane electrostatic potential is predominantAtomic models of the KcsA K� channel (A) (Bernèche and Roux,
(Roux et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2002b; Bernèche and2001) and aquaporin (B) (Tajkhorshid et al., 2002) in fully solvated

phospholipid membrane for MD simulations (in both cases, one Roux, 2003). The calculations suggest that the micro-
subunit is not shown to reveal the pore). The extracellular side is at scopic events leading to ion conduction occur ac-
the top and the intracellular side at the bottom. Distinctive architec- cording to a particular pattern, illustrated in Figure 2A,
tural features of these membrane channels are the narrow single during which the five cation binding sites (S0, S1, S2, S3,file pores and the � helices (yellow) running midway through the

and S4) are transiently occupied by three ions (Bernèchemembrane. In the case of KcsA, these point directly toward the
and Roux, 2003). Such configurations, with alternativelycenter of a wide nonpolar cavity on the intracellular side, leading

up on the extracellular side to a narrow pore of 12 Å long occupied two and three K� in the narrowest part of the pore, are
by K� (green) (Doyle et al., 1998), while they join at the NPA motif qualitatively similar to the knock-on mechanism (Hodg-
in the case of aquaporin, contributing to the overall hourglass shape kin and Keynes, 1955) and are consistent with ion occu-
of the pore with its approximate inversion symmetry. The atomic pancy determined by X-ray diffraction at high resolutionmodels of KcsA (Bernèche and Roux, 2001) (40,000 atoms) and

(Zhou et al., 2001; Zhou and MacKinnon, 2004). Oneaquaporin (Tajkhorshid et al., 2002) (100,000 atoms) were simulated
water molecule per K� is transported through the narrowwith the all-atom CHARMM force field PARAM27 for proteins (Mac-

Kerell et al., 1998) and lipids (Schlenkrich et al., 1996) using the pore, as observed experimentally. The maximum elec-
programs CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983) and NAMD (Kale et al., tric conductance of K� through the selectivity filter of
1999), respectively. The figure was drawn using VMD (Humphrey et KcsA (the gmax) was calculated using the multi-ion PMF
al., 1996). (Bernèche and Roux, 2001) to be on the order of 300

to 500 pS (Bernèche and Roux, 2003), in remarkable
molecular simulations and the increase in computational agreement with experimental measurements (LeMasu-
power, made it possible to carry out theoretical studies rier et al., 2001). Approximately one K� per 10–20 ns can
of the K� conduction process. be conducted through the channel under physiological

Computations helped complement and reinforce the conditions.
conclusions from experiments about the stable configu- The computation of the multi-ion PMF helped to gain
rations of K� and water molecules inside the pore (Åqvist considerable insight into the strikingly delicate but effec-
and Luzhkov, 2000; Bernèche and Roux, 2001). Using tive energy balance underlying the knock-on mechanism.
a systematic search procedure, the thermodynamical To allow rapid ion conduction, the strong attraction be-
stability of all the possible ways to distribute any number tween the ions and the channel must be exquisitely

compensated by the electrostatic repulsive forces be-of K� among the four cation binding sites located within
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Figure 2. Single File Transport Mechanisms

Schematic illustration of the single file transport mechanism through the selectivity filter of KcsA (A) (Bernèche and Roux, 2003) and aquaporin
(B) (Tajkhorshid et al., 2002). Ion conduction through KcsA (in the outward direction) is initiated when a K� hops in site S4 from the intracellular
cavity while two K� are located in the sites S1 and S3. This induces a concerted transition to a state with three K�, occupying transiently the
S4, S2, and S0 binding sites, which is then followed by the rapid dissociation and departure of the outermost K� on the extracellular side.
Water conduction through aquaporins is accompanied by a rotation of the water molecule at the center of the channel, where the two highly
conserved NPA motifs meet to maintain the bipolar orientational ordering of the single file water molecules. The rotation of water dipole,
enforced by electrical forces of the protein in a span of a few Å, is facilitated through hydrogen bond exchange between the two carbonyl
arrays and the aspargine residues of the NPA motifs. (A) was drawn using DINO (Ansgar Philippsen, http://www.dino3d.org) and (B) was drawn
using VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996).

tween the ions. The multi-ion PMF shows that knock- ity. This paradoxical result suggests that the traditional
explanation of ionic selectivity in terms of a rigid poreon is possible because the approach of an incoming ion

on the intracellular side is not energetically prohibitive, (Doyle et al., 1998) should be reexamined.
While MD and PMF computations provided much in-while the dissociation of the outermost ion is acceler-

ated by ion-ion repulsion (Bernèche and Roux, 2001). sight on the properties of ions inside the narrow selectiv-
ity filter, continuum electrostatic computations basedElectrostatic repulsion between the ions in the filter acts

effectively at short distances in the complex environ- on the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB, see Methods) equation
helped clarify the consequences of the four �-helicesment of the narrow pore. Nonetheless, those repulsive

forces are essential for rapid conduction; otherwise, the (pore helices) with their COOH termini pointing toward
the center of a 5 Å radius cavity at the level of the bilayeroutermost ion would be tightly bound to its site and its

exit toward the extracellular side would be opposed by center (Figure 1A). Such an intriguing architectural fea-
ture is clearly the structural basis by which the channela significant activation free energy. Atomic fluctuations

of the protein are absolutely essential to achieve the overcomes the electrostatic barrier to ion translocation
opposed by any low dielectric membrane (Doyle et al.,rapid ion conduction, as there are regions of the selectiv-

ity filter that are effectively narrower than suggested by 1998). More specifically, the PB calculations showed
that the static and reaction fields in the channel werethe van der Waals radius of K� and carbonyl oxygens

(Åqvist and Luzhkov, 2000; Guidoni et al., 1999; Ber- electrostatically tuned to exclusively stabilize a monova-
lent cation at the center of the cavity, thus revealing thatnèche and Roux, 2000; Shrivastava and Sansom, 2000).

Having addressed questions about the rapid conduc- the channel has the ability to exert a crude form of
valence selectivity while keeping incoming cations fullytion of K�, it is fundamental to understand how the

channel remains selective for K� over Na�. In its simplest hydrated (Roux and MacKinnon, 1999).
Finally, an important aspect of the function of K� chan-terms, the observed selectivity arises primarily from the

relative thermodynamic stability of different ionic spe- nels concerns their ability to undergo conformational
transitions in response to ligand binding or electricalcies in the narrowest part of the pore and in the aqueous

solution (Luzhkov and Åqvist, 2001; Bernèche and Roux, signals leading to the opening or closing of the pore, a
process generally referred to as “gating.” Characterizing2001). FEP computations (see Methods) showed that

occupancy by Na� in the selectivity filter is thermody- the molecular determinants of gating is a challenge, and
despite the remarkable progress, numerous fundamen-namically unfavorable by 5–6 kcal/mol (Luzhkov

and Åqvist, 2001; Bernèche and Roux, 2001). This sug- tal questions remain unresolved. Results from the bacte-
rial channels provide some important clues. The full-gests that K� is selected over Na� by a factor of several

thousands, in good agreement with experiment (LeMa- length KcsA channel is mostly closed at neutral pH, but
becomes more probable the open state at low intracellu-surier et al., 2001). Intriguingly, the magnitude of the

thermal fluctuations of the backbone atoms forming the lar pH (Heginbotham et al., 1999); the X-ray structures
(Doyle et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2001) (with its C-terminalselectivity filter is large relative to the small size differ-

ence between Na� and K�, raising fundamental ques- truncated) correspond to the closed nonconducting
state (Perozo et al., 1999; Roux et al., 2000). A similartions about the mechanism that gives rise to ion selectiv-
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closed form is revealed by the X-ray structure of a bacte- they transport water, but not protons. But they can also
vary widely, including many different proteins in a singlerial inward-rectifier K� channel, the KirBac (Kuo et al.,

2003). Data from electron paramagnetic spectroscopy organism (e.g., 11 in human and more than 30 in plants),
and can display multiple functions (e.g., transport of(EPR) with site-specific spin labels suggest that channel

gating involves the movements of the inner helices, water as well as small linear alcohols like glycerol). As
for the K� channel, a key question is how the proteinwhich presumably lead to the opening of the pore on

the intracellular side (Perozo et al., 1999). Molecular manages to conduct water and other solutes rapidly
and yet selectively. Further questions involve a rational-modeling and geometry optimization exploiting EPR

data as constraints helped produce a model of the full- ization of the differentiation of the channels, e.g., the
AqpZ and GlpF channels in E. coli that serve for onlylength closed KcsA channel in its membrane bound con-

formation (Cortes et al., 2001) and characterize the range water conduction and water as well as for glycerol con-
duction, respectively (Borgnia and Agre, 2001), of theof motion of the inner helices (Perozo et al., 1999). Fur-

thermore, MD trajectories, biased to enforce an opening 11 human aquaporins found in many tissues, or of the
more than 30 plant aquaporins. A related question isof the intracellular gate, revealed the propensity of the

inner helices to bend near a highly conserved glycine why Nature chooses to utilize one and the same protein
for both water and solute conduction, e.g., GlpF con-residue (Biggin and Sansom, 2002). A similar helix bend-

ing is observed in the X-ray structure of the calcium- ducting water and glycerol, AQP3 conducting water and
glycerol in human kidneys, or NtAQP1 conducting wateractivated MthK channel (Jiang et al., 2002a), which was

crystallized in its open state at high Ca2� concentration. and CO2 in plants.
Research on aquaporins gained momentum throughWhether such helical distortion is a completely general

mechanism among K� channels is an unresolved ques- the elucidation of the structures of AQP1 (Murata et al.,
2000; Sui et al., 2001), AQPZ (Savage et al., 2003), andtion (del Camino et al., 2000; Johnson and Zagotta,

2001). Understanding the gating mechanism of voltage- GlpF (Fu et al., 2000). The path to these structures was
arduous, involving several attempts to resolve the pro-activated channels is facing issues of even greater com-

plexity. At the present time, the X-ray structure of a tein architecture of AQP1 by means of electron micros-
copy (Murata et al., 2000) and computational modelingsingle voltage-gated bacterial channel, the bacterial

KvAP, has been resolved (Jiang et al., 2003). However, (deGroot et al., 2001). Eventually, well-resolved crystal-
lographic structures resulted that not only provided ait appears that the protein structure is distorted in the

crystal and our knowledge of the native conformation detailed view of channel geometry and lining, but
through detailed computational studies, also providedof a voltage-gated channel remains incomplete. It may

be hoped that atomic models exploiting all the informa- information about channel electrostatics (Tajkhorshid et
al., 2002), energetics (Jensen et al., 2002), and dynamicstion obtained from a wide range of structural, biophysi-

cal, and functional measurements will help develop a (deGroot and Grubmuller, 2001; Tajkhorshid et al., 2002).
In these studies, MD simulations turned out to be singu-coherent perspective of channel gating in the future

(Laine et al., 2004). larly successful in explaining the functions of aquapor-
ins. This can be attributed to the fact that, first, conduc-
tion processes are by their nature dynamic and water

Water Channels and small solute conduction in aquaporins occurs ex-
Aquaporins are abundantly present in all life forms (Hey- tremely rapidly, namely on the nanosecond timescale
mann and Engel, 1999), for example, bacteria (Borgnia that is covered by MD computations (deGroot and Grub-
and Agre, 2001), plants (Javot and Maurel, 2002; Javot muller, 2001; Tajkhorshid et al., 2002), and second,
et al., 2003), and in the kidneys, the eyes, and the brain aquaporins are actually relatively rigid and no sizable
of humans. These proteins derive their name from their protein conformational changes accompany conduction
most prominent function as water channels across cellu- events.
lar membranes. But they can also conduct small mole- A unique architectural motif of aquaporins is their
cules such as alcohols and even CO2 (Uehlein et al., hourglass pseudosymmetric structure shown in Figure
2003) (but no ions). Their defective forms are known to 1B, with two helices diving into the protein midway
cause diseases such as diabetes insipidus and cata- through the membrane and back to the aqueous phase
racts (King and Yasui, 2002). These channel proteins, in a distinct inverted helix fashion that exposes back-
long suspected to exist, were discovered and character- bone atoms to the interior of the pore. The two helices
ized by Peter Agre and coworkers (Preston et al., 1992) are held in place at the channel center through two highly
in an experiment that demonstrated in a spectacular conserved NPA (asparagine, proline, alanine) motifs that
fashion how aquaporin 1 (AQP1) of red cells renders also interact with channel water. The structure with its
Xenopus oocytes more sensitive to osmotic shock. two inward pointed helices and approximate inversion
(AQP1 was initially termed CHIP 28 for “channel forming symmetry brings about strong electrical fields along the
integral protein of 28 kDa.”) Further work helped charac- channel axis that are inverted at the NPA motifs in a
terize the selective conduction of water through the span of a few Å (Tajkhorshid et al., 2002; Jensen et al.,
E. coli channel AqpZ reconstituted in lipid bilayers (Pohl 2003). MD simulations revealed that water and glycerol
et al., 2001). A review of the cellular and molecular biol- in GlpF is conducted along the channel by forming hy-
ogy of aquaporin water channels is found in Borgnia et drogen bonds with the inverted helices backbone atoms
al. (1999). and the NPA motifs (Jensen et al., 2001). The conducted

Aquaporins are particularly intriguing membrane chan- glycerol is selected shape-wise by a selectivity filter
lined by Phe, Trp, and Arg residues through a tight fit thatnels because of the apparent simplicity of their function:
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must be balanced energetically by hydrogen bonding file water molecules along the narrowest part of the
channel, predicted at locations that were verified crys-between solute and channel to permit passage at low

enough energy cost. Simulations showed that the diffu- tallographically (Tajkhorshid et al., 2003). Water posi-
tions were also accurately predicted for a GlpF mutantsional motion of glycerol in the channel is driven by a

fierce competition with channel water or hydrogen (Tajkhorshid et al., 2003). Unexpectedly (though not in
retrospect), the simulations revealed a bipolar orienta-bonds to channel lining atoms, a competition that con-

tributes to the effective diffusion coefficient of glycerol tional ordering of the channel water that matches the
pseudosymmetric aquaporin architecture: from bothin the channel (Jensen et al., 2001). Interactive MD simu-

lations (see Methods) revealed also that the electric field ends of the channel, the water oxygens point into the
channel, with two central water molecules pointing theirinversion at the NPA motifs electrostatically selects

glycerol, since passage is energetically feasible only oxygens sideways toward the two NPA motifs with
which they strongly interact (Figure 2B; Tajkhorshid etbecause of glycerol’s ability to reverse the orientation

of its OH dipoles by C-O bond rotations (Grayson et al., al., 2003; Jensen et al., 2003). Detection of such water
ordering falls below the currently achievable crystallo-2003), i.e., the molecule does not need to execute a

sterically impossible rotation to invert its dipole moment. graphic resolution since only water oxygen can be re-
solved, but not water hydrogens. The bipolar arrange-Very fortunately, the speed of spontaneous, undi-

rected water permeation crossing an entire channel is ment is very pronounced; the simulations, by switching
on and off various interactions, could establish that thisabout one water molecule per nanosecond, such that

it can be directly seen in MD simulations (deGroot et arrangement is energetically enforced through water-
water interactions, but also through the strong electro-al., 2002; Tajkhorshid et al., 2002). Water transport can

be induced either by osmotic pressure differences, giv- static field in the channel (Tajkhorshid et al., 2003). All
subsequent simulations of aquaporins reproduced theing rise to the osmotic permeability (Pf), or by a differ-

ence in tracer concentrations (e.g., heavy water), giving bipolar water ordering.
The bipolar orientational ordering, which is maintainedrise to the diffusion permeability (Pd) (Zhu et al., 2004).

The latter accounts for water molecules transported through channel electrostatics despite the rapid water
conduction, has an important functional consequence.through the entire channel, whereas Pf accounts for wa-

ter entering and leaving the channel at its exits such Normally, continuous single file water as formed in the
channel (Figure 2B) conducts H� almost instantly via athat Pf /Pd � 1. In fact, the ratio Pf /Pd measures the

number of essential steps that water molecules need to Grotthus-like mechanism, i.e., they can function as a
“proton wire” but only for a unidirectional water arrange-pass the channel, which is N � 1, where N is the effective

number of water molecules arranged in singe file (see ment (Pomès and Roux, 1996). However, the bipolar
ordering does not permit such conduction. Various cal-Figure 2B); N is calculated to be 11 and measured to

be 12 (Zhu et al., 2004). The calculated Pf value is 7 � culations showed that proton conduction in aquaporin
channels is indeed strongly inhibited on energetic10�14 cm3/s in agreement with the experimental mea-

surement (Zhu et al., 2004). For a pressure difference grounds (deGroot et al., 2003; Chakrabarti et al., 2004;
Burykin and Warshel, 2003; Ilan et al., 2004), the waterof 1 MPa, a flux of about ten water molecules per micro-

second is predicted that corresponds well to physiologi- ordering being a fingerprint of the energetics. Similar
single file water conduction has been suggested to arisecal values. Glycerol conduction through GlpF is con-

trolled by the PMF along the channel axis (see Methods). also through narrow channels formed by carbon nano-
tubes, and this has become the subject of intense theo-The rate of conduction can be estimated quantitatively

from the mean passage time calculated using the PMF retical study through the work initiated by Hummer
(Hummer et al., 2001). Nanotubes are much simpler thanand the diffusion coefficient of the molecule along the

pore axis as well as from more detailed modeling (Lu et aquaporins and, hence, significantly easier to compre-
hend, permitting a detailed analysis of water and protonal., 2003). At a periplasmic glycerol concentration of

0.5 M, one predicts a flux of 4 � 105 s�1, which is within transport. On the other hand, the more complex aqua-
porins can be used to highlight the design principles fora factor two of the observed value (Lu et al., 2003).

The PMF, which was computed using steered MD (see optimized conduction and specificity.
Methods) (Jensen et al., 2002), exhibits major barriers
that coincide with the regions (selectivity filter and NPA

Common Functional Principlesmotifs) where the channel develops its selectivity as
Although they differ fundamentally in their functionaldescribed above; an energetically attractive periplasmic
role, the members of the aquaporin and K� channelsvestibule (Jensen et al., 2002) exhibits a well depth of
family display some common structural and dynamicalabout 4 kcal/mol that optimizes the glycerol conduction
features. As they do not appear to have any obviousrate in balancing rates of attraction and escape (Grayson
phylogenic relation, it is likely that these features repre-et al., 2003). The GlpF channel cannot yield directed
sent the result of convergent evolution. In both cases,glycerol transport under equilibrium conditions, but a
the protein architecture exhibits a narrow pore, throughcombination of an asymmetric PMF with symmetric wa-
which molecules and ions must move in single file. Inter pressure fluctuations at near microsecond frequency
both cases, �-helices are “interrupted” midway throughcan lead to directed transport that is inward at low cellu-
the membrane, giving rise to specific electrostatic prop-lar glycerol concentrations and outward at high ones,
erties that play a functional role. A narrow channel, inturning GlpF possibly into a directed transporter (I. Kosz-
which permeating species strongly interact with thetin, personal communication).

In the case of GlpF, the simulations showed nine single atoms forming the “walls” of the pore, is essential for
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selectivity, i.e., to recognize the correct substance and of protons through the single file water wire (deGroot et
al., 2003; Chakrabarti et al., 2004; Burykin and Warshel,reject any other. The confined environment of such nar-

row pores is highly anisotropic and differs markedly 2003; Ilan et al., 2004) and showed that the pore helices
of K� channels were tuned to electrostatically stabilizefrom bulk solution. For this reason, considerations aris-

ing from atomic Å-scale interactions become absolutely a monovalent cation in the central cavity. In both cases,
PB calculations characterized long-range helix macrodi-essential for a valid explanation of membrane transport.

Only MD simulations furnish the needed resolution to- pole effects in the low dielectric membrane environment.
day. It is particularly worth noting that many of the most
distinctive characteristics of ions and of a single file What’s Next?
of hydrogen bonded water molecules moving inside a Several factors have contributed to the apparent suc-
narrow molecular pore were first revealed in a very influ- cess of the computational studies on membrane chan-
ential MD study of the gramicidin channel carried out nels: clearly posed conceptual challenges, suitability of
by Wilson and coworkers (Mackay et al., 1984) more simulation timescales, and opportunities for experimen-
than twenty years ago. The example of this visionary tal verification. Membrane transport phenomena lend
work is encouraging because it illustrates how a deep themselves to a formulation of very clear and precise
mechanistic insight can be achieved despite the limita- mechanistic questions. There is a certain conceptual
tions of computational models. simplicity about membrane channels in contrast to most

Both in the case of K� channels and aquaporins, the macromolecular biological systems. In particular, the
computations helped complement information from ex- reaction coordinate as a progression of ions or mole-
periments about ion and water positions and water ori- cules along the axis of the pore is rather well defined.
entation. The successful prediction of binding sites for Furthermore, many membrane pores carry out their
ions (Åqvist and Luzhkov, 2000; Bernèche and Roux, function passively, while undergoing only fast atomic
2001) and water molecules (deGroot and Grubmuller, thermal fluctuations (excluding gating). It is significant
2001; Tajkhorshid et al., 2002) along these narrow pores, that those fluctuations, which are on the order of 1 Å,
as well as the accurate calculation of conduction rates can be sampled accurately during the nanosecond tra-
(Lu et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2004; Bernèche and Roux, jectories and that they are accurately represented by
2003) in agreement with experiments demonstrate the atomic force fields. Importantly, computational tools
ability of detailed atomic MD simulations to advance and increased computational resources became avail-
research on membrane channels. These results help able at the right time. While MD simulations of biological
reconcile the concept of favorable locations along a macromolecules have been around for nearly thirty
narrow pore (i.e., “binding sites”) detected in X-ray years (McCammon et al., 1977), it is only in the last
structures, with the high throughput observed in func- decade that sufficient computational resources have
tional measurements. Dynamical trajectories also permit been available to permit the development of accurate
an assessment of the functional importance of protein atomic force fields, consistent treatment of long-range
flexibility and thermal atomic fluctuations by making it electrostatics, and an adequate sampling of realistic
possible to go beyond considerations based on static atomic models of these large systems (Tajkhorshid et
structures. For example, in places these pores are nar- al., 2003).
rower than the van der Waals radius of K� or the shape Success in future biomolecular computations seems
of solutes, e.g., glycerol, showing that permeation would to rely on the following ingredients: formulate and ad-
be completely impossible without thermal fluctuations. dress clear mechanistic questions, identify the essential
At this point, it seems clear that traditional concepts microscopic processes, construct realistic atomic mod-
about ion selectivity based on a rigid pore (Doyle et al., els (including explicit solvent and membrane), generate
1998) are not compatible with our present knowledge sufficiently long MD trajectories to adequately sample
about the flexibility and thermal fluctuations of proteins. the thermal fluctuations, and finally, characterize the

While atomic trajectories can be very informative, the free energy landscape governing the function by calcu-
most complete mechanistic insight about the function lating PMFs along plausible reaction coordinates. The
of K� channels and aquaporins is obtained from the latter is a powerful approach to extend the results of
calculated free energy landscape or PMF governing the MD to longer timescales. It is likely that the lessons
key microscopic conduction steps. This makes it possi- drawn from these studies will help in the investigation
ble to estimate the rate of processes occurring on time- of other channels, e.g., the ClC chloride channels, the
scales that are not easily accessible from simple tra- mechanosensitive channels MscL and MscS, the volt-
jectories, e.g., the conduction of K� through KcsA age gating of K� channels, and macromolecular mem-
(Bernèche and Roux, 2003) or the permeation of glycerol brane complexes such as F0-ATPase and membrane
through GlpF (Lu et al., 2003). The PMF is not directly fusion proteins. One can anticipate that progress in un-
measurable and can only be “extracted” from detailed derstanding these complex systems will ultimately be
atomic calculations that have been thoroughly validated achieved from a synergy between computational model-
by comparison with experiments. Special simulation ing and the information provided by a wide variety of
techniques are needed to calculate the PMF (see Meth- experimental approaches.
ods). Simpler continuum electrostatic calculations based
on the PB equation (see Methods) can also be very

Methods: Advanced Computational Techniques
useful to illustrate fundamental principles in a particu-
larly clear fashion. Such simple calculations highlighted Molecular dynamics (MD) constructs an atomic model of the macro-

molecular system, represents the microscopic forces with a poten-the importance of desolvation penalty on the blockage
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